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CORONAVIRUS – Pt 18: VACCINES, QUANTUM DOT 

TATTOOS, LUCIFERASE 
 

UPDATE KENYA AROUND 7-9-20: 
 

Pastor the government here opened churches but with very funny conditions. 
They say churches are to only meet for 1 hour with no praising(singing) sessions, a 
maximum of only 100 people, children 13 yrs and below and adults 58 yrs and 
above not allowed to be Sunday services. Funerals only 15 people & weddings 
only 100 people. Overnight prayer vigils, Water baptism and Holy Communion not 
allowed. All to put on masks while in church. It sounds ridiculous Pastor. Our 
primary and secondary School children to remain home till next year 2020 in 
January. 

We are to wash our hands and sanitize when we enter and leave church, sit 1.5 
meters apart. We are starting our services this Sunday , please remember us in 
prayer. 

***WARNING --- THIS VIDEO IS GOING TO INCLUDE SOME CRUDE INFORMATION -
-- YOU MAY NOT WANT TO HAVE YOUR CHILDREN PRESENT FOR THIS PART.*** 

*Please play from 10:54 to 15:11 and from 21:07 to 23:21 and from 24:04 to 

25:01 and from 32:44 to 33:39 Robert F. Kennedy Jr. interviews Dr. Deisher, 

founder and lead scientist at Sound Choice Pharmaceutical Institute.  She has had 

a career in the commercial biotechnology industry.    They discuss vaccine 

research. Robert asks why the vaccine researchers switched from using animal 

cells to using aborted fetal cells.  She states because the animal rights activists 

protested the use of animals.  He said that it was strange to see that the animal 

rights activists had more clout with the vaccine manufacturers than the anti 

abortionists do.   She shares how the abortion clinics obtain the heart and brain 

from 5 & 6 month old aborted fetuses.  The baby is born alive and they cut the 

heart out while it is still beating and cut the brain out too all while the baby is still 

alive.  They say if the baby isn’t alive then they can’t use the heart or brain. / 

Robert asks Dr. Deisher to explain if the dna from aborted fetuses in a vaccine is 

harmful to us or not.  Because the vaccine manufacturers say there is not enough 
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fetal dna in the vaccine to harm a child.  That’s not true.  It is so harmful.  Our 

bodies attack foreign dna injected into our bloodstream. / The person who has 

under mentholated dna and is exposed to this foreign dna could have an 

autoimmune disease response.  It could happen on day 1 or even 20 to 30 years 

later. ((Dr. Tent says we never get viruses (from the vaccines) out of our bodies.)) 

/ She talks about the percentage or chance of getting cancer from vaccines.  

Scientists say that 1 to the minus 13 (meaning more children than even exist) 

before we would see any harm/cancer.  They found that to be a lie.  They tested 

this theory on 9 boys and 4 of them got cancer.  She says, I wouldn’t listen to 

anything they say about safety. *(about 8.5 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KL0iU6owbeE 

Thank you Ms. Tommie for sharing that research with us. 

Dr. Deisher is not against vaccines altogether.  I will warn you, around this 
plandemic, there is a lot of controlled opposition or shills out there who seem to 
be truthful and giving good information that at the same time are pro vaccine.  
You have got to make up your mind where you stand on that issue and I sure 
hope we are helping to wake you up about it.  THREE HEARTS CHURCH IS 
AGAINST VACCINES.  She did bring some good information to the table though.   

Robert said: That vaccine that they are selling is meant to permanently alter the 
immune system of that child.  That’s what they say, that’s how they sell it.  Why 
have we never questioned that???  They are telling us at birth that our babies are 
not healthy and need all of these vaccines.  And how horrible and beyond feeling 
is what they are doing to those babies that they use in vaccines. 

She was saying that the person who is going to have a reaction to the foreign dna 
injected in through a vaccine, that a reaction could occur on day 1 or even up to 
20 years later, as long as those antigens are in their body.  Dr. Tent says our 
bodies never get rid of those viruses that came in through vaccines.  He says it can 
be 20 or 30 years later when the virus actually begins to attack your body.  He 
tries to help people like me to suppress the virus that is attacking their body 
because there is no way to get rid of it.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KL0iU6owbeE
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How about how the scientists were saying they would have to vaccinate to the 
minus 13 before any child would get cancer and they tested it on 9 boys and 4 of 
them got cancer.  Wow. 

 

Youtuber: savedbythebloodofJesus shared that Bill Gates is wanting to put a type 
of tattoo or “marker” on people that have received the vaccine.   

They have big plans for the vaccine that’s coming. Let’s look into that for a 
moment.   
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Quantum-dot tattoos hold vaccination record by: Mike Williams December 2019 

Rice bioengineer reveals dissolving microneedles that also embed fluorescent 
medical info. 

Keeping track of a child’s shots could be so much easier with technology invented 
by a new Rice University professor and his colleagues. 

Kevin McHugh, an assistant professor of bioengineering at Rice since this summer, 
and a team at his previous institution, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
report in a cover story in Science Translational Medicine on their development of 
quantum-dot tags that fluoresce with information after they’re injected as part of 
a vaccination.   
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A pattern of 15-millimeter microneedles that contain vaccine and fluorescent 
quantum dots are applied as a patch.  The needles dissolve under the skin, leaving 
the encapsulated quantum dots.  Their pattern can be read to identify the vaccine 
that was administered.  The project was co-led by Rice University bioengineer 
Kevin McHugh during his time at MIT. (Picture Credit: Second Bay Studios) 

Hmmm  Really starting to sound like Mark of the Beast talk.  Who do you suppose 
has been working with Rice University on this?  None other than Bill Gates. 

 

So they are proposing these dissolvable microneedles filled with the vaccine and 
glowing quantum dots, to get pressed down into the skin or somehow injected 
into the skin where the payload of the vaccine is delivered along with the 
quantum dots that will fluoresce.  These quantum dots will hold the person’s 
information and vaccination records.  But no,… of course that information would 
never be used to track your every move.  

 In the research Bill was saying it would be so helpful for their vaccination 
programs in undeveloped countries, because they could more easily track who 
had received what shots.  It was put forth as such a good thing because it would 
help them not to accidentally repeat vaccinations and the mothers did not have 
to keep up with any shot records.  Uh huh – likely story.  Will they use it this time?  
We don’t know yet. 
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These are made by Hitachi.  They measure only .15x.15 mm each and have GPS 
capabilities!  Sometimes called ‘smartdust’ as they can be sprayed on us and 
absorbed or taken in foods, drinks and even injected.”  You better believe they 
will use those quantum dots or chips to track and control you. 

 

 
If you don’t believe ‘they’ can inject a computer chip into you through a vaccine 
needle, think again.  This is a photo of one next to a grain of rice.   
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I had those thoughts, thinking they aren’t going to be able to get the chip injected 
through a vaccine.  Not an rfid chip like this one anyway.  Look at how huge that 
needle is.   
 

 
But look again at how tiny this chip is.  And quantum dots are even smaller than 
that. 
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I looked up in “their” encyclopedia Quantum Dots.  I thought the last sentence of 

this portion of information was interesting.  The reports of Quantum Dot 

localization  in the cell nucleus present additional modes of toxicity because they 

MAY INDUCE DNA MUTATION which in turn will propagate through future 

generation of cells causing diseases. 

LUCIFERASE  

 

Quantum Dot Vaccinations will use luciferase as the active component.  So the 
glow part of this proposal is called luciferase.  Can it be in our faces any more 
clearer than that?  They literally named it after lucifer.  He is their father and 
remember they call him the light bringer, the illumined one.   

When all the truthers started exposing the plandemic they were all talking about 
the quantum dot tattoos and this luciferase, as part of Bill Gates’ plan to get a 
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digital id into everyone.  Remember ID 2020 which we talked about already.  The 
luciferians are determined for everyone to have an online digital id.  And like I 
keep saying they don’t just want you to have an id online, they want it to be on 
the inside of you too.   

Ms. Tommie brought it to my attention that luciferase has been around since the 
80’s.  That was interesting to find out.  They have so many evil things that they 
have been up to and we don’t know for sure, when they will use this piece of their 
plan.  It is good to be made aware of what they are doing but we have to wait and 
see when they will implement these different things.   

 
Luciferase is a generic term for the class of oxidative enzymes that produce 
bioluminescence, and is usually distinguished from a photoprotein.  The name 
was first used by Raphael Dubois who invented the words luciferin and luciferase, 
for the substrate and enzyme, respectively.  Both words are derived from the 
Latin word lucifer – meaning lightbringer. 
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Joshua Blue Byrd shared the following on Feb.4,2020: Don’t dismiss the extinction 
of fire flies / lightning bugs.  These wonderful, non-disease carrying beetles 
contain luciferin and luciferase, two rare chemicals used in research on cancer, 
multiplesclerosis, cysticfibrosis and heart disease. 

 
Twist Bioscience shared on Jan.30, 2020: Arachnocampa luminosa, commonly 
known as New Zealand glowworm.  Is a species of fungus gnat.  The larvae of this 
species glow to attract prey into their threads.  This glow is produced as a result 
of a luciferase enzyme acting upon a small molecule of luciferi. 
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Hakai Magazine from May of 2016 shared: The Secret History of Bioluminescence: 
luciferase and jellyfish.   
 
Thanks Renee and youtubers: AniJarPlus Lord, Aviator 1982 and Kackie68 for 
sharing about luciferase with us. 
 
No matter the name “they” have given to this glowing agent of these different 
insects and animals – isn’t God’s creation amazing?! 
 
Colossians 1:16: For by Him (Christ) were all things created, that are in heaven, 
and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, 
or principalities (rulers) , or powers (authorities): all things were created by Him, 
and for Him:  
 

 

Thank you Kevin Daul, you were one of the first to share this with me.  Covid = 

certification of vaccination I.D.  Seems highly likely that the luciferians are going 

to be pushing some way of identifying who has had the vaccination.  That fits 

perfectly with this particular name for the disease, Covid.   
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People are awake at the protests too: Her sign says: Hidden in plain sight: 

Certificate of Vaccination I.D. – COVID-19 

 

Bill Gates – microchip vaccine implants to fight Coronavirus.  Look at how they 

censor stuff.  The hash tags are: #markofthebeast #id2020 #vaccine  Seems like 

they are probably awake and trying to warn people and got labeled as false 

information. 

*Please play this video – This shows how they are planning to make mass 

vaccinations that include rfid chips with the vaccine but not in the vaccine.  

Supposedly the chips are just optional for tracking the doses and expiration dates 

etc.  And to see what areas have received vaccinations.  So they can tell how well 
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an area is vaccinated etc. The administrator of the vaccine will have an app in 

their phone that they will turn on and then take the vaccine with the chip and tap 

it to their phone to log it into their system.  But no, no personal information of 

the person receiving them will be involved with the chip.  ((THEY WOULDN’T 

REALLY PUT A CHIP IN THAT VACCINE – WOULD THEY?  They just might.))*(about 

5.5 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl27z2NRMWw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=I

wAR14XkKRPxO6L_TKzZzwcWZZb6YqjnBZm34KS2_cr57BgWEBu7VBDh0cf84 

Thank you Sharisse F. and Lisa M. for sharing that on facebook. 

So these vaccines coming with a chip is getting closer to what people who are 

Christians have been watching and guarding against.   

 

I want to point a few things out because I want to help sharpen and open your 

spiritual eyes:  They took the time to zero in on this statue on top of the House of 

Congress.  That is because they are showing you who they serve.   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl27z2NRMWw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR14XkKRPxO6L_TKzZzwcWZZb6YqjnBZm34KS2_cr57BgWEBu7VBDh0cf84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl27z2NRMWw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR14XkKRPxO6L_TKzZzwcWZZb6YqjnBZm34KS2_cr57BgWEBu7VBDh0cf84
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Her name is “lady freedom” and she is the same as the statue of liberty which 

they also showed in this video.  Some of her names in the Bible are: mother of 

harlots, easter, asherah, groves and the queen of heaven.  Our government, large 

corporations, big pharma all worship her.  Depending on the country sometimes 

she is a sun goddess and sometimes a moon goddess.  She is an abomination to 

the Lord God Almighty! 

 

The quote from Elon Musk, “humans must merge with machines or become 

irrelevant in a.i. age.”  He’s one to watch because they are using him to tell us 
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what their plans are. He is the founder of Space X.  Remember the “X” always 

equals sun worship, Osiris had his arms always in the shape of an x as he was 

worshipped as a sun god in Egypt.  He is the CEO of Tesla and that is really about 

Nikola Tesla who discovered frequencies.  However, the luciferians are using the 

frequencies as weapons against us now.  He is the founder of Boring Co. which is 

about tunnel construction services.  Think about the D.U.M.B.S. (deep 

underground military bases) and the homes of the luciferians which they have 

made underground in caves and rocks.  Where they think they are going to go and 

hide out in while the rest of the world is blown up and in deep chaos.  They think 

they are going to hide there from Jesus Christ. (Luke 23:30 & Rev.6:16).  He is also 

the co-founder of Neuralink and Open A.I.  Go and look at some of those 

companies and you will learn what they have been up to and what they are 

planning for us. 

When you look at the ones involved in space programs, at the top levels they are 

worshiping fallen angels.  All of the planets are named for fallen angels.  Seems 

like they came down from there to here to wreak havoc on the earth and on us.   

Elon Musk named his son: X AE A-12 Musk.  The California law states that a name 

must be from our 26 letter alphabet.  So he tweaked his son’s name to this: X AE 

A-XII.  The first name of X is in worship to the sun god as the X=6 in their 

Pythagorean witchcraft math.  The AE in the English alphabet would = 1+5 which 

would be a 6.  Then the 12 is 66.  This combination of letters and numbers is so 

satanic in their Mystery Babylon religion.   
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Now this lady that he had the child with calls herself Grimes.  The simple 

definition of grime is: dirt, soot or other filthy matter.  These luciferians are so in 

our faces with this stuff.  I cannot crack the coding in all of their names but some 

of them are so obvious.  Grime, the opposite of purity and righteousness and the 

color white.  They always want to be the opposite of what the Bible says, grime is 

the opposite of being spotless and without blemish. 

His name pays homage to the sun god:  el means lord and it was the name of the 

Canaanites god and “on” is the name of the city of the sun god.   
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The illuminati have initiated names.  This is a musk deer.  The deer often times 

represents satan because he is called the horned god.  This deer does not have 

horns but instead has these long fanglike teeth.  They probably picked because of 

the resemblance to a vampire not to mention it’s musk scent. 

 

The last frame of that video says Saint Corona, patroness against plague and 

epidemics, pray for us.  This is just a no on so many levels.  We don’t pray to or 

through dead  saints.  We go through Jesus Christ alone to get to the Father. 
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You MUST wear a Bluetooth armband to prove you received the Covid-19 

vaccination!  Illustration by cartoonist Ben Garrison.  Seems like they are going to 

require some form of marking for the ones who receive the vaccine. We know 

people will be marked at some point because the Bible tells us so.  

Revelation 13:16-18 - And he (the false profit or “it”) causeth all, both small and 

great, rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in 

their foreheads (or on their right hand, or on their foreheads):  And that no man 

(no one) might buy or sell, save (except) he that had the mark, or the name of the 

beast, or the number of his name (or the number of its name).  Here is wisdom. 

Let him that hath understanding (insight) count the number of the beast 

(calculate or solve the number of the beast): for it is the number of a man; and his 

(it’s) number is Six hundred threescore and six (666).   

The sun god’s number is 666.  I have shown you guys through the years so many 

corporations are already branded with the sun god’s mark.  They have taken it 

already.  I will bring some more out on this later in this teaching series. 

I still believe the mark will be an outward mark of some sort.  The quantum dots 

that will glow under the skin and can be detected by certain scanning technology, 

is a form of a mark.  Don’t try to split hairs for if it is on or in the right hand or on 

or in the forehead – just avoid it altogether.   

You will know it is the mark of the beast when you are told you can no longer buy 

anything without it. Or that you can no longer sell anything without it. When you 

can no longer buy food or gas or pay your bills without it, that’s when you know it 

is the mark of the beast.  All the vaccines before were not good for us but they 

were not the mark.  I would not get any more vaccines. 

CLOSING 

  

*Please play video from 40:36 to 41:55 and from 46:05 to 46:46 and from 48:24 

to 52:28  More from the interview with Dr. Deisher.  Robert asks if she’s been 

following the coronavirus vaccine.  She has.  He asked how many of them contain 

fetal tissue.  She said she hasn’t been following that part of it and then explains 
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why.  She says that coronaviruses are viruses that are not going to be easily 

vaccinated against.  She says there HAS NOT BEEN A SUCCESSFUL VACCINE MADE 

AGAINST A CORONAVIRUS YET. / She talks about how fast they are trying to rush 

the vaccine.  She thinks they need to take a few years to make a safe vaccine ---

*She is pro vaccine.* / He brings up how ineffective the flu vaccines are.  He 

mentions that they are not testing the coronavirus vaccine on people that look 

like the American public: smokers, drinkers, people with comorbidities, with 

diabetes, people who are vaping etc.  He says that after they test it on these 

“elite” type of people and then give it to everyone that it may prime some 

people’s systems for cancer and we’ll never pick it up because our surveillance 

system (monitoring how people do with vaccines) is so messed up.  He says once 

the vaccine is in circulation, you don’t see any problems with it because the 

surveillance system is designed to fail.*(about 6 min’s) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KL0iU6owbeE 

Dr. Deisher said there has not been an effective vaccine made against a 
coronavirus yet… 

I am hammering on this vaccine thing because it just is not going to go away.  
Even if this coronavirus plandemic passes on, they will just take all the 
information they learned from this run and regroup and do it again.  Plus, they 
keep mandating vaccines and now we know that is one way they have been 
messing with our dna.   

So far they have made great strides in taking our freedoms away and we see them 
shutting down the flow of cash.  Sure seems like they are going to try to go all the 
way to the rise of the antichrist this time.  They already told us this was going to 
last at least 18 months. 

PRAYER 

 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KL0iU6owbeE
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LINKS FOR EVERY PART: 
 
Dr. Tent shares about Vaccines 
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-
vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses 
 
Vaccination MUST SEE! - The Hidden Truth - Australian Documentary (FULL) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CGfYPXDKg&t=4228s 
 
Weather and Chemical Warfare 
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-
and-chemical-warfare-part-one 
 
Promotes using vitamin C against coronavirus and as a preventative 
http://doctoryourself.com/ 
 
Coronavirus AID SUPPORT Possible cure High doses of Vitamin C Covid 19 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCrzGY2kM&feature=youtu.be 

 

LINKS FOR THIS PART: 
 
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/robert-f-kennedy-jr-q-a-with-dr-

theresa-deisher/ 

Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.: Q & A with Dr. Theresa Deisher 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KL0iU6owbeE 

ID2020 and partners launch program to provide digital ID with vaccines 

coronavirus 2020 (COVID-19) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS-feK8UMQQ 

https://www.nairaland.com/5837491/revealed-enzyme-called-luciferase-what 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/luciferase 

https://www.gatesfoundation.org/search#q/k=luciferase 

http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/243-stop-the-vaccinations-they-are-injecting-us-with-cancer-and-viruses
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9CGfYPXDKg&t=4228s
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-and-chemical-warfare-part-one
http://www.threeheartschurch.org/index.php/sermons/sermon/256-weather-and-chemical-warfare-part-one
http://doctoryourself.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6HCrzGY2kM&feature=youtu.be
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/robert-f-kennedy-jr-q-a-with-dr-theresa-deisher/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/news/robert-f-kennedy-jr-q-a-with-dr-theresa-deisher/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KL0iU6owbeE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS-feK8UMQQ
https://www.nairaland.com/5837491/revealed-enzyme-called-luciferase-what
https://twitter.com/hashtag/luciferase
https://www.gatesfoundation.org/search#q/k=luciferase
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https://news.rice.edu/2019/12/18/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-

record/ 

Rice University 

https://news.rice.edu/2019/12/18/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-

record/ 

Bill and Melinda Gates working with Rice University  

https://bioengineering.rice.edu/news/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-
record 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_dot 

Proof! RFID Tracking Devices in Mandatory Vax Cometh 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl27z2NRMWw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=I

wAR14XkKRPxO6L_TKzZzwcWZZb6YqjnBZm34KS2_cr57BgWEBu7VBDh0cf84 

 

https://news.rice.edu/2019/12/18/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-record/
https://news.rice.edu/2019/12/18/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-record/
https://news.rice.edu/2019/12/18/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-record/
https://news.rice.edu/2019/12/18/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-record/
https://bioengineering.rice.edu/news/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-record
https://bioengineering.rice.edu/news/quantum-dot-tattoos-hold-vaccination-record
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_dot
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl27z2NRMWw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR14XkKRPxO6L_TKzZzwcWZZb6YqjnBZm34KS2_cr57BgWEBu7VBDh0cf84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rl27z2NRMWw&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR14XkKRPxO6L_TKzZzwcWZZb6YqjnBZm34KS2_cr57BgWEBu7VBDh0cf84

